
3's Curriculum
The 3’s Program at The Community Synagogue L’Dor V’Dor Early Childhood Center (ECC) emphasizes
developing social skills such as making friends, sharing, and taking turns. Our comprehensive program
cultivates a child’s individual development and understanding of the world around them. By exploring
nature, seasons, community, and family, the 3-year-old students in our program become more aware of
themselves, their environment, and their relationship to others. Our play-based curriculum promotes
language acquisition and emergent literacy through reading, dramatic play, music & movement, math and
science activities, cooking, outdoor play, and even during snack and lunch time. 

Enrichment classes in yoga, music, Hebrew language and outdoor education provide time for creative
expression and cognitive development. An additional focus on social-emotional learning helps children
develop responsibility for their actions and reactions, independence, and sensitivity towards others. Jewish
holidays and traditions are explored through storytelling, reading books, singing songs, and engaging in
classroom activities. Our 3’s also participate in holiday concerts for families and even a mock seder during
Passover.

Social & Emotional Objectives
Organize and recall information
Practice problem-solving strategies
Maintain focus for a longer time period

Cognitive Goals:

Language & Literacy Objectives

Develop positive relationships
Express needs and feelings
Improve problem-solving skills
Demonstrate independence
Show respect/concern for others
Continue to improve sharing/turn
taking
Demonstrate leadership skills (i.e.,
class jobs)
Develop positive self-image
Follow classroom rules and routines
Transition more easily
Begin to understand limits
Practice personal hygiene/hand
washing

Engage in higher level discussions
Follow two-step directions
Begin to identify upper case letters 
Begin to understand letter sounds (phonemes)
Form letters with a variety of materials
Be exposed to lower case letters
Identify initial sounds
Expand vocabulary 
Listen to/respond to a variety of literature
Use “w” questions
Identify written name
Understand parts of a book
Discuss story events and make predictions



Jewish Customs, Holidays & Values
Celebrate Jewish holidays
Perform mitzvot
Give tzedakah
Begin to learn Hebrew words
Learn about traditional food and customs
Recite prayers and blessings
Celebrate Shabbat with clergy and family i
Learn about Israel and Jewish history

Gross & Fine Motor Skills
Use scissors
Work with pencils, markers, crayons
Use paintbrushes and fingerpaint
Build with blocks
Use lacing cards and beads
Create with play dough and clay
Fold paper
Trace
Dance
Jump
Climb
Stretch
Throw/Kick a ball
Put on jacket
Open lunch box, bags/packagesDiscuss seasons & weather in more detail

Explore the human body & the five senses
Learn about where animals live/habitats
Discuss & compare living/non-living things
Explore life cycles of plants and animals
Learn about recycling/conservation
Experiment with concepts of light/shadows 
Work with ramps, balls and wheels
Explore STEM concepts
Learn to observe and make predictions
Recall and interpret information
Gain exposure to globe/maps

Science & Social Studies Objectives

Cognitive Goals (continued): 
Mathematics Objectives
Count to 20
Demonstrate 1-to-1 correspondence
Recognize numerals 1-10
Sort objects
Compare quantities (all/some/none)
Identify primary and secondary colors
Identify basic and more complex shapes
Explore patterns and graphs
Use math vocabulary 
Compare and contrast objects


